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Original Article

A differential planetary gear for
regulation drive design and selected tests

Leszek Podsedkowski1, Piotr Wroblewski1, Lukasz Fracczak1,
Agnieszka Kobierska1, Emil Marciniak2, Grzegorz Wrobel2,
Adrian Marciniak2, Krzysztof Jozwik3, Adam Papierski3,
Krzysztof Sobczak3, Damian Obidowski3 and
Wladyslaw Kryllowicz3

Abstract

Radial fans with efficiency regulation during their work using variational geometry of the rotor have not been used in

industries until now, despite the fact that this is the most economically effective regulation method. One of the causes for

this was the lack of a convenient method of transferring drive to moving blades of the fan. This paper presents an

innovative method of transferring drive on the blades using a differential planetary gear. The construction is described,

and a strength calculation methodology and tests confirming correctness of work are shown as well. The presented

solution can become a new standard in the construction of energy fans.
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Introduction

Fans are widely applied in thermal power plants.1

After hydraulic pumps, they are the biggest group of
supporting devices, both in terms of their number as
well as their summarised power. [AQ1] The biggest
and the most important fans used in power plants
are air fans (blast) and fume fans (thrust). Based on
their construction (depending on medium flow direc-
tion), they can be distinguished as radial and axial
fans.

As a result of variable energy consumption, these
power fans need to have a possibility to regulate their
efficiency. Such regulation is performed by changing a
point of work in these fans. It is a crosspoint of the
characteristic of fans and pipelines resistance. It deter-
mines the actual value of pressure increase and the
intensity of the flow of medium through the fan.

There are four methods to regulate the fans’ point
of work. It can be done by:

1. Changing the characteristics of resistance by
damping medium flow in the pipeline. It is the
simplest method of efficiency regulation and also
economical as the fans’ characteristics remains
unchanged. [AQ2] The applied resistance needs
to be overcome by the fan;

2. Regulating the rotors’ angular velocity. Such a
solution requires using a motor with variable vel-
ocity. This solution is becoming a standard, yet
owing to high costs of inverters of great power it
is not economically effective;

3. Aerodynamic regulation using preliminary guides
with a set of blades fixed to the fans body. While
displacement angle of these blades change, kine-
matics of medium flow changes as well. Costs of
such a mechanism are quite low and so is the regu-
lation range;

4. Aerodynamic regulation using adjustable (during
work) fan blades. The principle of work is very
similar to the preliminary guides but the costs of
mechanism are much higher. The regulation is
very sensitive and can be used in a wide range of
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efficiency. Both cases of aerodynamic regulation
change the characteristics of the fan.

Aerodynamic regulation of the axial fans by changing
the blades’ angle is quite well developed. In the
upcoming section, commonly used methods of chan-
ging fans point of work are described. With regard to
the radial fans such a regulation has not been used up
till now. This is because of the three main factors:

1. Durability blades of radial fans are commonly
burdened with centrifugal forces, which imposes
the necessity of welding them up to front and sup-
porting the plate of a fan;

2. Aerodynamic work characteristics of fans with
adjustable blades were unknown, especially for
fans with two rows of blades;

3. Propulsion as known from the axial fans methods
of transferring regulation onto blades are not suit-
able for direct use in radial fans because of differ-
ent directions of acting forces and their greater
magnitude.

Vibroson company has developed a novel construc-
tion of radial fan with an aerodynamic regulation
done by adjusting the displacement of fan blades
that is free of listed issues. Such radial fans have
better medium efficiency than the currently existing

energetic fans. This study describes this innovative
method of transferring regulation drive that was devel-
oped at Lodz University of Technology. It is a com-
pletely new solution and none of the existing systems of
transferring regulation drive is appropriate for rotating
the blades that are positioned axial. A later section
focuses on known regulation methods used mainly in
axial fans. Next, specified assumptions for the devel-
oped regulation drive construction and a calculation
methodology of construction parameters important
for regulation process are discussed. Subsequently,
the selected tests performed on the drive are shown
and the achieved results are summarised. The research
works of the air flow in the radial fan described is
presented in detail in the work of Jozwik et al.2

The survey of fan blades’ regulation drive
constructions

First, important solutions group of regulation of fans
point of work is to use a hydraulic actuator. Axial fan
MF1-315YQ-DHR3 provides displacement of fan
blades by approx. 180, which enables the change in
the flow direction. The adjustment of blades occurs
when the fans’ rotor becomes stationary. A similar
solution was presented in patent EP1967739B14

(Figure 1(a)). A fixed hydraulic actuator consisting
of regulation cylinder possesses chambers on both

Figure 1. Regulation of fan blades angle by using: (a) hydraulic actuator of Annebique and Schmidt,4 (b) linkage system of Tries and

Boenings,7 (c) linkage system of Belmont and Bosco.8 [AQ6]
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sides of the sliding piston. An appropriate powering
of the chambers results in the piston displacement,
which adjusts the lever responsible for moving the
fan blades by a given angle. Such a solution requires
an additional hydraulic supply system, which makes
the solution more expensive.

The second method of obtaining variable geometry
of blades placement is to elastically deform construc-
tion elements that fix the blade. Langston5 described
the blade of VPF fan that is supported by two belts
made of carbon fibre in a cradle that rotates the
blades to regulate their rotation. Another solution is
an industrial fan with variable blades geometry.6 A
controller integrated with the blade is being used to
obtain elastic deformation. Such a blade is con-
structed from one or more sheets of shape memory
alloys. In the case of heating of one of the sides of the
blade, i.e. by running current through its surface, and
cooling of the second side, the deformation of the
blade is acquired according to the shape memory of
the heated side. Thanks to the individual control of
each of the elements, their shape can change inde-
pendently. Another method of controlling the regula-
tion of fan blades displacement is using a linkage
system. Such a solution is used in variable turbine
geometry (VTG).7 The guiding partition
(Figure 1(b)) has a regulated ring (5) with notches
for the lever (20). Deflection of this lever makes the
blade (7) to rotate by a given angle.

The work of Belmont and Bosco8 concerns the
control of turboprop fan blades orientation
(Figure 1(c)). Plate (44) is mechanically connected to
the synchronising ring by a number of connecting
arms (46). The connection transfers the longi-
tudinal motion of the plate into rotary motion of
blades (26).

Another method of regulating the angle of blades
displacement is using a system of gears. According to
the work of Andrews,9 fan blade (Figure 2(a)) that
rotates around a hub (16) is rotary supported

around axis (14) in any way. Gear (18) with variable
geometry meshes with toothed ring (20). Toothed ring
(20) is connected to a motor (not shown in patent)
and moves clockwise or anti-clockwise in relation to
gears (18) position in order to change the angle of
blade (12) rotation.

Change of blade angle with the velocity of
approx. 100� per second has been solved in the
work of Andrews10 (Figure 2(b)). Blade (232) is
propelled by the gears (262 and 260) that is a
part of a harmonic drive (256) rotating left or
right. In order to limit the blades rotation range,
limiters (272) and (270) were used. A method of
transferring blades rotation using bevel gear and a
system of worm gears was used in a mechanism for
rotating a blade of gas turbine.11 It needs to be
noted that gears are connected by a shaft located
coaxially with the blades’ axis.

A lot of solutions use a variety of listed mechan-
isms, e.g. lever systems and gears,12 levers and elastic
elements13 (Figure 3(a) and (b)). Almost all described
solutions are used in the axial fans. Yet, realisation of
the same task in radial fans becomes a much bigger
problem because of different directions of acting load-
ing forces and their much bigger magnitude.

The solution

Assumptions

The analysis of fan regulation drives solutions, both
already existing as well as described in patents and
literature, pointed all their advantages and disadvan-
tages. The requirements of the regulation system were
defined by its application, i.e. air radial fan with
adjustable blades during its work. On this basis, the
following project assumptions were made:

. Work with higher rotations up to 1500 r/min with
transferring regulation drive to blades displaced on

Figure 2. Regulation of fan blades angle by using gears: (a) Andrews,9 (b) Andrews,10 (c) Ellinger.11
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approx. 1m radius. These conditions are typical for
power fans;

. Drive for regulation placed outside the rotor. From
power supply and servicing points of view such a
solution is most favourable;

. Regulation of all blades occurs at the same time.
Blades axes of rotation are placed parallel to fans
shaft axis of rotation;

. The drive works only during the regulation and
drive transmission system is self-locking. This
assumption is motivated by two-stage method of
controlling regulation system used in power
plants. Regulation is done by rotating the drive
(an asynchronous motor) in one of the directions.
When the drive is not working, the adjustable
blades should remain still.

The construction

Based on the above assumptions, the system of trans-
ferring regulation drive that consists of multiple stage
planetary gear with differential and linkage system has
been proposed. The flow chart of the implemented
concept is presented in Figure 4 and the solution is
presented in Figure 5. Fan shaft (1) along with sup-
port plate (25) is being propelled by the main fans’
motor (26). Bearings of the adjustable blades (24)
are mounted on to the support plate (25) and the
covering plate. The levers (23) are fixed to the blades’
axis. Regulation plate (21) is pivotally mounted on

shaft 1. The drive is being transferred from plate 21
to lever 23 by coupler 22. Angular displacement of
regulation plate 21 in relation to rotating shaft 1 is
done by a set of differentials described below.

The first gear stage is the spur gear consisting of
gears 5 and 6 with fixed axis. It transfers the drive
from geared motor 2 (an asynchronous drive with 9
ratio planetary gear) to gear 6 (coaxial with fans
shaft). Gear 6 is connected to gear 8 that provides
an input to the second stage. Stage two is a planetary
differential gear. It consists of two planetary gears
(with the same teeth number) sharing one planetary
carrier 11. First planetary gear has its ring gear 7 fixed
to bearing housing 3 of the main shaft 4 and its sun
gear 12 fixed to fans shaft 1. Another planetary gear
has its ring gear 8 (providing an input) fixed to gear 6
and sun gear 13 (an output) placed on the common
sleeve of gear 15 of the third stage of the gear. Planet
gears of second stage are mounted using needle bear-
ings in shared yoke 11.

The third stage gear is planetary gear of 3K type.
This gear has a set of three planet gears with two rims
16, 17, one sun gear 15 and two ring gears 19, 20 with
different numbers of teeth. Ring gear 20 is fixed to fan
shaft while ring gear 19 provides gear output and is
connected by sleeve 14 to regulation plate 21.

During fan work, when regulation systems drive 2
is not rotating, gears 5, 6 and 8 do not move as well.
Three planet gears 10 meshed with gear 8 rotate inside
yoke with the same speed as the three planet gears 9
meshed with gear 12 and still gear 7. This results in

Figure 3. Regulation of fan blades angle by using mixed systems: (a) worm gears and levers,12 (b) levers with elastic elements.13
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gear 13 moving with the same speed as wheel 12,
which is also the speed of the fans shaft. The result
is that all gears of 3K gear rotate with the same speed
as that of fans shaft and plate 21 (that obtains the
propulsion) is still in relation to shaft 1. During the
fans’ rotation, when regulation systems drive 2 is
rotating, gears 5, 6 and 8 rotate as well. This results
in three planet gears 10 meshed with gear 8 to rotate

inside yoke with different speeds as planet gears
9 meshed with gear 12 and still gear 7. It makes
gear 13 to rotate at different speeds than gear 12.
Linear speed of gear 8 teeth is the same as the linear
speed of gear 13 teeth in relation to the peripheral
speed of the fans shaft. It results in gear 13 to rotate
in relation to fans shaft and to propel 3K gear and
plate 21.

Figure 5. Drive transfer system for regulation of radial fan blades angle: (a) first-stage spur gear and second-stage planetary

differential gear, (b) stage three 3K gear, (c) an overview with linkage system, (d) a kinematic diagram.

Figure 4. The flowchart of the implemented concept. Mr, !r are the torque and rotation velocity of the blade regulation motor, � is

the rotation velocity of the blades along their axis, M, ! are the torque and rotation velocity of the main motor, � is the angle position

of the blades
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Methodology of calculations and
optimisation

Determination of loads caused by aerodynamic,
centrifugal and bearing friction forces

In the first stage of the project, each force should be
estimated along with the torque that it generates. It is
most convenient to start this analysis from blade and
lever system. Further analysis based on data similar to
the actually existing data from plant in which the
innovative system of radial fan with adjustable
blades during its work has been tested: main motor
power P¼ 1200 kW, rotation speed !¼ 156 rad/s,
number of blades n¼ 9, radius of blades fixation
Rl¼ 0.975m, mass of blade and lever md¼3.4 kg.
Gravity forces Fg¼ 34N compared to other forces
(centrifugal (equation (2)) and aerodynamic (equation
(1))) are negligible. Aerodynamic forces were esti-
mated on the basis of power taken by the motor as

Fa ¼ 0:7
P

! � Rl � n � cos�
¼ 700N ð1Þ

where 0.7 factor corresponds to adjustable blades par-
ticipation in the power distribution and � is the
displacement of blade from radial direction for
maximum power consumption. The position of this
force point depends on the momentary work condi-
tions but is estimated to be less than ramax¼ 20mm
from the blade axis of rotation. Centrifugal force
equals

Fo ¼ md!
2R ¼ 80700N ð2Þ

Friction forces in bearings originate mainly from
circumferential forces and, in further analysis will be
treated as friction torques. According to SKF guide-
lines for selected bearings the torque will be equal to

MTtocz ¼ 0:0000138 � Fo ¼ 1:1Nm ð3Þ

Unfortunately, the guidelines do not cover
bearing forces distribution case in which the whole
bearing rotating around an axis shifted from this
bearing axis of rotation, which is the issue in the
described problem. In this scenario, it is necessary to
estimate forces and torques of friction originating
from the circumferential forces acting on the whole
bearing, especially the cage and rolling elements.
The detailed calculation of such scenario will be pre-
sented in a separate paper. The results of the analysed
scenario are for the mass of rolling elements and the
cage equal 0.11 kg. Assuming the coefficient of friction
to be �¼ 0.05, the friction torque from the circumfer-
ential forces for one bearing of the blade equals

MT1 ¼ 1:5Nm ð4Þ

Total friction torque originating from the transferred
load and circumferential forces of two bearings equals

MT ¼MTtocz þ 2MT1 ¼ 4:1Nm ð5Þ

which is almost four times higher than the friction
torque provided by SKF formulas. The analysis
shows that in spinning bearings, it is essential to use
cage driven by the race. If mass of the rolling elements
remains constant, mass of the cage does not influence
the friction force much.

The linkage

From the methods of transferring drive from regula-
tion plate to adjustable blades listed in section ‘The
survey of fan blades regulations drive constructions’
the linkage has been chosen. The fact that all axis of
the mechanism are parallel makes it a relatively simple
construction. Additional assumption that the angles
of rotation of all blades being the same is also ful-
filled. In the first stage, the linkage should be opti-
mised in order to minimise torques necessary to
move it, especially ones originating from unbalancing
and circumferential forces.

In Figure 6(a), an example linkage system is pre-
sented and Figure 6(b) shows its diagram. It is a
system of double rocker four-bar linkage whose base
is an element of support plate 25 that connects shaft
axis of rotation and blade 24 axis of rotation. The
driving rocker is plate 21, the follower rocker is
lever 23 fixed to blade 24. The coupler is link 22.

The drive transfer linkage is loaded with gravity
forces Fg, circumferential forces Fo, aerodynamic
forces Fa, and friction forces FT.

Valuation presented in the previous section shows
that circumferential forces are two orders greater than
all others, and in construction of the system they
should be mainly taken into consideration. The
main advantage of the proposed linkage system is
the possibility to completely statically balance it
(from circumferential forces).

We assume that n¼ 9 identical blades are evenly
circumferentially displaced. The condition of static
balancing of such system is that the static torque of
mass of lever with the blade and connector around
shaft axis of rotation is constant independently from
the angle of rotation of regulation plate 19. More
detailed analysis of the system is presented in
Figure 6(a) leading to conditions

yd ¼ yl ¼ 0
mdxd
ld
�
mlxl
ll
¼ 0

ð6Þ

wheremd is the total mass of blade 24 and lever 23 and
xd, yd are the coordinates of its centre of gravity, ml is
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the total mass of connector 22 and xl, yl are the coord-
inates of its centre of gravity. For further calculations
it was assumed that the blade-lever system can be
incompletely statically balanced. It is a result of the
possibility of wearing off of the blades peen, lack of
repeatability of manufacturing and cumulating of dirt
in the centripetal part of blade. The maximum value
of the blade gravity centre displacement (after balan-
cing the connector) is rdmax¼ 3mm. As a result, in
further analysis the maximum torque necessary to dis-
place the blade will equal

Md ¼ Fa � ramax þ Fo � rdmax þMT ¼ 260Nm ð7Þ

With such assumptions, loading torque originating
from unbalancing is one order higher than the others.
It means that if the fan worked in conditions provid-
ing assumption of lower unbalancing, the rest of the
regulation drive system could be much lighter.
Another stage of the design process was the selection
of links length in the linkage system. The initial con-
dition is the range of lever/blade rotation, which is
approx. 70�. The dependencies between ’ and � were
determined on the basis of trigonometric calculations
using law of cosines. Various lengths of individual
links were tested with distance maintained between
blade’s axle of rotation and fan’s shaft axle imposed
by the construction. Eventually, the following values
were determined: plate’s radius¼ 670, lever’s radius
Ld¼ 200, blade’s axle radius¼ 975 and connector’s
length LI¼ 340. In Figure 7 variation of lever rotation
angle and ratio in function of the plate rotation angle
(for the system shown in Figure 6(a)) are presented.
Also, a final range of displacements for this system
has been shown.

For such system the torque necessary for the regu-
lation of the plate equals

Mp ¼ n �
Md

id
¼ 7800Nm ð8Þ

where id¼ 0.3 is the minimal ratio of the linkage
system. In order to extend the accuracy of the calcu-
lations, friction torques in the plates joints and in
connector-lever joints should be taken into account,
and yet as it was previously pointed, they are one
order lower.

The gear

The selection of gear for the described drive transmis-
sion system should be realised while taking into
account the total ratio of drive/blade at a level of
1500 (it is imposed by standard time of adjustment
used in energetic that is equal to 15 s) as well as the
highest durability possible. It is easy to see that from
three stages of the gear, the second one will work
under toughest durability conditions. It is the differ-
ential one that works constantly, both during the pro-
cess of adjusting the blades and also while they are
motionless. Other stages of the gear work only during
the blades adjusting process. In order to relieve this
stage, it is necessary to maximise the ratio of third
stage and its self-locking. The design of the
third stage started with an analysis of the possible
solutions. In order to achieve high ratios a harmonic
drive should be selected (1:50 1:320) or multiple stage
gears, e.g. planetary gears. The harmonic drive selec-
tion has been rejected because of the maximum
applicable torque. Harmonic Drive company offers
gears with maximum applicable torque up to

Figure 6. (a) Linkage system diagram, (b) linkage in boundary displacements.
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5700Nm. An additional problem is that the drive
needs to be built around the fans shaft, where diam-
eter in this spot is 110–120mm. Therefore, a 3K
planetary gear has been selected. It is a compound
gear consisting of two planetary gears connected by
the axis of planetary pistons. Two shafts of this gear
(output and support) are connected to ring gears and
input is connected to the sun gear. This gear has a set
of three planet gears with two gear rims Zg, Zf (gears
16, 17 in Figure 5), one sun gear Za (gear 15 in
Figure 5) and two ring gears Zb, Ze (gears 19 and
20 in Figure 5) with different numbers of teeth.
Since these gears are an internal type, the teeth num-
bers Zb, Ze will be negative in further calculations. As
gear input serves gear Za while gear Zb is an output.
Gear Ze is fixed to the fans shaft. Gear Zg is meshed
with gears Za and Zb. During the design, the assembly
condition of ring gears teeth number Za, Zb, Ze div-
ision by a number of planet gears giving remainder
equal 0 has been tested. Also, concentricity and
assembly conditions have been checked. With limita-
tions for internal and external diameters being
120mm and 400mm the gear has been designed
with the ratio of

iIII ¼
1�

ZeZg

ZfZa

1�
ZeZg

ZfZb

¼ 422 ð9Þ

with safety factors of bending equaling 2.2 and pres-
sure being equal to 2.5. The key point in the design
was to check the self-locking condition. Based on the

study of Muller and Wilk,14 the efficiency of the gear
has been tested for normal direction of drive transfer

�eIIIab ¼
0:98

1þ
1� iIII

1þ Zb

Za

� 1

�����
������h

eb

¼ 0:39 ð10Þ

where �h
eb ¼ 0:011 is a total loss coefficient in the

bearings and in gears meshes, Zg and Zb along with
Zf and Ze. The efficiency of the gear in the reverse
direction from gear b on gear a is

�eIIIba ¼ 0:98 1�
1� iIII

1þ Zb

Za

� 1

�����
������h

eb

 !
¼ �0:48 ð11Þ

Because the efficiency in the reverse direction is
lower than 0, the gear will be self-locking.

For the second stage of gear, the key limitation was
the size, because of the limited length of the fans shaft.
The gear should be mounted inside the front shafts
bearing housing. It imposed internal diameter of gear
equaling 110mm and external equaling 180mm.
Modulus equal to 1mm has been selected and safety
coefficient equal to 10 has been achieved, which
resulted in flawless work for a long time. Taking
into account the simplicity of assembly and limitation
of axial forces, straight cut teeth have been selected. It
results in noise generation (especially in non-grinded
teeth) but it should not be an issue because of fans’
noise intensity. The ratio of this stage of the gear is the

Figure 7. The variation of ratio and angles of the connector and lever in regulation plate rotation function.
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rate between input and output velocity in relation to
the shaft and equals iII¼�0.74. The first stage of the
gear is used only to transfer the drive from geared
motor to the shaft. Its ratio is iI¼ 1.71.

The total rate of gear including the geared motor
ratio iM¼ 9 is iz¼ 4832. After including the ratio of
the linkage system, it is i¼ 1450.

Test on regulation drive transmission
system

The correctness of the linkage and blade system work
has been verified in an actual fan in a power plant
(Figure 8(a)). Yet, as a result of the regulation
method of the power station block it was not possible
to accurately measure the current consumed by the
regulation drive. Almost 2 years of flawless work of
the system confirmed the correctness of calculations
and design.

Because of extremely high power consumption, it
was not possible to build a test stand covering the
whole fan outside the power plant. Yet, it was possible
to create and fully test stand covering a part of the
system the fans shaft unit with its drive and a part of
regulation drive: regulation motor and all gears, but
without the lever and blade system. The station is
presented in Figure 8(b).

The test stand consists of the fans shaft (1), support
(27), front and back bearings, fan motor (26), geared
motor for regulation system (2), support plate of fan
(25), regulation plate (21) and gear unit of regulation
system (30). In order to appropriately load the regu-
lation system, a special loading unit has been devel-
oped. It is presented in Figure 9. The loading unit
consists of two gears (28) revolving on the shafts
mounted on support plate (25). The loading gears
are designed to have a large static torque of unbalan-
cing equaling N¼ 0.34 kgm. On their rim there are
epitrochoidal cuts meshed with mandrels (29) fixed
to regulation plate (21). During the rotation of the
regulation plate, the loading gears rotate around

their axis. If the fan shaft rotates as well, then static
torque of unbalancing generates varying load on the
regulation drive it drives or brakes regulation plate.
[AQ3] As the drive ratio for loading gears is io¼ 0.57,
then for rotary velocity of regulation motor equaling
980 r/min the period of load variation is 168 s.

During the load test, the fans shaft was rotating
with velocity of 1020 r/min, which resulted in total
maximum load torque equaling 5500Nm. This test
stand was used to perform tests on the vibrations,
the noise, currents in regulation system, and eventu-
ally the wearing of gears teeth off.

Test on vibrations and noise level

The test stand described in the previous section was
used to perform tests on a variety of rotation speeds
of fans shaft and variety of load cases in regulation
system. There was a test on acoustic pressure measur-
ing 1m from the gear at the gears’ height (the
SVANTEK (SVAN 985) system with SV 12 micro-
phone were used) and on vibrations velocities of
front bearing of shaft housing (VIBXPERT II
Balancer system with VIB 6.147 vibration sensors

Figure 8. (a) The complete fan with aerodynamic regulation using adjustable (during work) blades of the rotor and with linkage

power transfer system, (b) test stand for gears system.

Figure 9. Loading unit for gear unit.
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and VIB 6.631 rotary sensors ware used). Mean and
spectral characteristics were recorded. The depend-
ence diagrams between mean values of the noise
level and vibration velocity and rotation velocity of
the shaft for a variety of load conditions are presented
in Figure 10.

The comparison of lines 1, 2, 3 without loads and
lines 4, 5, 6 with loads shows that application of load
increases vibrations as well as the noise level. The
noise level increase is generated mainly by the air
flow around loading gears. The increase in vibrations
is generated by loading gears acting as additional
moving masses generating unbalance. Because of the
technological purposes, it was not possible to create
two identical loading gears, which means that putting
them in synchronous motion applies static unbalan-
cing torque varying in time. During the analysis of the
presented diagrams, it is necessary to point the
increased vibrations velocity for shaft frequency of
16Hz. Further analysis of spectrum shows that for
16 and 48Hz, the system enters resonant vibrations
caused by relatively low stiffness of test stand (much
lower than that of the concrete base presented in
Figure 8(a)). The comparison of diagrams with a
still regulation drive (1, 4) and ones with a working
drive (2, 3, 5, 6) seems to be more important. It is
observed that the velocity of vibrations has not
increased with turning the drive on under both with
and without loading conditions. From noise level dia-
grams it can be seen that the velocity of vibrations
increases, which is caused mainly by the noise of the
regulation drive. [AQ4]

During further analysis, the spectra of vibrations
and noise have been verified. The frequencies of
designed gears meshing work were sought. These fre-
quencies for the first and third stage of regulation gear
work are constant and equal and are respectively

62 and 45, 47 and 91Hz with the working regulation
drive (independently from the rotation direction) and
0Hz for the still regulation drive. In the second stage
of the gear (differential one) there are two planetary
gears coupled by the yoke. The frequency of one of
them (gears 7, 9, 12 in Figure 5) is dependent only on
the velocity of the shaft. The second planetary gear
frequency depends also on the velocity of regulation
drive and is 168Hz greater (for right rotations of
regulation) or 168Hz lower (for left rotations of the
regulation) than the previous one. In spectra of shafts
vibrations, there were no peaks for named frequencies
independently from rotation velocities and work
conditions. In this spectra, the dominant values are
frequencies of shaft rotations and its harmonics.
An example spectrum of vibrations for work under
load with the rotation frequency of 12Hz is presented
in Figure 11(c).

In the noise spectrum, the frequencies for meshing
of the second stage of gear could have been recognised
as expected. In Figure 11(a) and (b), examples of noise
spectra for shaft rotations equaling 720 r/min (12Hz)
without load (a) and with load (b) are presented. Such
rotation frequency has been selected because of the
fact that under this frequency some pressure peaks
can clearly be seen for the second stage of gear mesh-
ing: 827Hz for still gear, 827Hz and 995Hz for gear
rotating right and 659Hz and 827Hz for gear rotating
left. For other frequencies these peaks were not so
clear.

Test on the effectiveness and self-locking

During tests on a loaded gear, measurements of cur-
rents of the regulation drive motor were performed
for the full period of loading gear rotation and of
currents consumed during work without loading

Figure 10. (a) Dependences between mean values of (a) noise level and (b) vibrations velocity and rotation velocity of fans shaft for

variety of load conditions: 1 – unloaded, regulation drive is still, 2 – unloaded, regulation drive rotating left, 3 – unloaded, regulation

drive rotating right, 4 – loaded, regulation drive is still, 5 – loaded, regulation drive rotating left, 6 – loaded, regulation drive rotating

right.
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gears. During the work without the load, motor cur-
rent was constant and equal to I0¼ 1.25A. It was
assumed that the power generated by the motor was
totally spent on overcoming constant, load-indepen-
dent resistance of the gear and motor. During the
work with loading gears, the gear was loaded with
an additional time-dependent torque

Mo ¼ n �N � !2 � sin
t

T
þMT

� �
� iz � io ð12Þ

where n¼ 2 number of loading plates, N¼ 0.34 kgm
static torque of unbalancing of one loading plate,
T¼ 168 s – period of loading plate rotation,
MT¼ 210Nm friction torque in loading gear,
io¼ 0.57 the ratio of loading gear, iz¼ 4835 total

ratio of the gear. For the above calculated loading
torque a necessary motor torque has been calculated

Ms ¼
Mo�II�I
i�io
�

1
�e
IIIab

for Mo 4 0

�eIIIab for Mo0

�
ð13Þ

Figure 12 presents measured current diagrams and
theoretically calculated motors torque. As can be
seen, both theoretical torque and measured current
have two maximums for one period higher corres-
ponding to maximum braking torque from loading
gears and lower for maximum driving torque.
Because of the fact that their proportions correspond
to each other quite accurately, it can be stated that the
methodology of efficiency specification is correct. The
fact that the driving torque from loading gears

Figure 11. Spectrum of acoustic pressure for shaft rotating with the frequency of 12 Hz: (a) with loads, (b) without loads, (c)

spectrum of vibrations for work under load and shaft rotation frequency of 12 Hz.
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increase motors torque, comes from the negative sign
of drive transmission efficiency in reverse direction. It
confirms that the gear (third stage) is self-locking.

Additionally, a peak increase of the current can be
seen in some parts of the diagrams. They originate
from meshing successive mandrels with loading gear.
It is the consequence of too big backlash and incorrect
work. Despite the fact that these changes were unin-
tentional, they justified that the gear can work under
4 times overload.

In order to determine gears wearing off, a test on
radial runout and surface scanning electron micro-
scopic tests of most loaded gears has been performed.
It confirms gears design correctness and their correct
assignment for the regulation unit.

The result analysis

Nowadays, the developed novel radial fan with
adjustable blades angle is being installed and run in
the coal plant. The analysis of the working fan wear
shows its design correctness and construction durabil-
ity. However, the plant requirements and law restric-
tions makes impossible to measure of the necessary
parameters of the regulation system of the fan in the
working place. Therefore, the laboratory stand was
created with alter load for the planetary gear drive
transmission system. Next, the self-locking of the
blade angle regulation system, vibration, and acoustic
pressure of the planetary gear was measured. The
vibration measurement analysis shows that the main
vibration sources were the tooth gear inaccuracy and
dynamic unbalance of the construction (although

both were in the acceptable range). In each measured
frequency, there was no natural frequencies and the
resonances of the whole construction. Therefore, it
could be concluded that the vibrations are typical
for such machines and are not dangerous for the fan
during work. The analysis of the acoustic pressure
shows that the main source was the working tooth
gears. It is possible to reduce the noise by altering
the spur gears with helical one. The measurements
do not show any abnormal and dangerous values,
therefore the main conclusion is that the planetary
gear worked properly. The next important test was
the verification of self-locking of the blades angle
regulation system. The tests prove that this system is
self-locking. It should be mentioned that the tests cor-
respond with the analytical results. It is the next con-
firmation of the designed fan blade correct work of
and theoretical assumptions correctness. [AQ5]
Important conclusions from the test is that during
the constant impulse loads of the planetary gear the
wear of the machine did not increase. It confirms the
correctness of the whole construction and the fan will
work for longer time.

Conclusions

The article presents a methodology of designing the
regulation drive transfer system from fixed motor
onto rotary blades of radial fan. Such an innovative
application required thorough analysis of all project
aspects starting from the basics. Available solutions
described in the literature had been analysed and
based on that it was concluded that systems for

Figure 12. Measured current and theoretical torque in motor during the efficiency test.
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transferring regulation drive onto rotating shaft are
mainly characteristic for axial fans or propellers and
cannot be easily transferred onto radial fan solution.
A load analysis was made and based on that it was
concluded that the main load of the fan originates
from the centrifugal forces and also from the aero-
dynamic and friction forces. The equations showing
friction forces in the rotating bearings were derived
and based on that it was concluded that such systems
require bearings with cage driven on outer or inner
race and not on rolling elements.

Based on the assumptions, analysis of an innova-
tive system of drive transfer was proposed. It is based
on differential planetary gear and a linkage system.
The equations describing centrifugal forces distribu-
tion in the linkage system have been derived along
with full balancing method. Based on the determined
loads, a system of gears was designed. It fulfills the
given assumptions, especially the durability and self-
locking. Power fans are supposed to work without
failures during the whole period between the services.
It emphasises on obtaining relatively high safety fac-
tors. It also includes factors of reliability of starting
the drive up.

The main advantages of the developed planetary
gear are:

1. Regulation transmission from fixed motor to
rotating blades of the rotor;

2. The possibility to drive blades with rotation axis
being parallel to shafts rotation axis. Such a solu-
tion did not occur in the recent development;

3. The simplicity and durability of gears construction
consisting only of gears and typical bearings;

4. The development of a novel radial fan with blades
adjustable during its work. This solution offers
higher average efficiency than the other currently
used methods for regulation of radial power fans.

The designed system has been constructed and its
elements have undergone tests. On the basis of noise
and vibration tests, no disturbing phenomena were
detected and the detected changes of vibrations dens-
ity for individual frequencies overlapped with the the-
oretical predictions. The measurement of power
consumption by the motor proved the self-locking
feature of the system. The durability of the system
for momentary overloads was verified. The lack of
gears wearing off (except for normal gears run in at
the beginning of use) during the tests was confirmed.
The correctness of the linkage system work was con-
firmed during the 2-year working time in the actual
industrial conditions. The general description of the

radial fan with blades adjustable during its work was
mentioned in Jozwik et al.2 and its description in par-
ticular will be presented in the future work.
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